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Pete the Cat is back in New York Times bestselling artist James Dean&#39;s picture book Pete the

Cat and His Magic Sunglasses, written by Kimberly Dean. Pete the Cat wakes up feeling

grumpyâ€”nothing seems to be going his way. But with the help of some magic sunglasses, Pete

learns that a good mood has been inside him all along. Fans of Pete the Cat will love watching him

take his positive outlook and transform a grumpy day into an awesome day!
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This children's librarian is SO disappointed. The first three Pete the Cat books have a groovy charm

that makes them read-aloud hits with everyone from three-year-olds to third graders. (I haven't read

them to older kids -- yet.) They fly off the shelves at my public library -- if you want a Pete the Cat

book, you'll probably have to place a hold and wait for a while. Unfortunately, the magic is missing

from Magic Sunglasses, and so is author/musician Eric Litwin. I hope Pete can get his groove back,

but I suspect that Litwin's absence is the problem. Come back, Eric! Pete the Cat needs you!

I love the message and, of course, the illustrations, but it lacks the whimsy of the other Pete the Cat



books. The kids loved to sing along with the songs and to shout out the phrases that were repeated

in the first books (ex. "Goodness, no!") I hope this is not the end of Pete the Cat. Please bring Eric

Litwin back.

Not as good as the first three Pete books. Disappointed. It's not all good anymore! Not sure if I'll buy

any new Pete books if the writing is like this.

Although I do like this book, it's obvious that it was not written by Eric Litwin. I really miss Eric

Litwin's Pete the Cat books.

This book pales in comparison with the other books. While its predecessors were witty and

charming, this book is not. I'm sorry to say that the writing and the story felt forced, like it is trying

too hard to recapture the feel of I Love My White Shoes and Four Groovy Buttons. One of the best

things about these books are the accompanying songs and this clearly lacks that. It pains me to

write this review because Pete the Cat is a HUGE favorite in our house but it seems that with the

exit of the previous author, the magic went out with him.

OK.. this book starts with Pete the Cat being grumpy. What, No, It is suppose to be all good!! It is

clear on every page this is not written by Eric Litwin. Who is Kimberly Dean? Is this James Dean's

wife? I feel a little Yoko Ono situation happening!! I miss the original Pete the Cat.. But would Pete

cry? Goodness no because writers come and writers go. The moral of this story is: do not let your

family member mess up a good series!!!

You can tell there's a different author for this book.I read this to a few kindergarten classes and

thought there were too many words (as opposed to the other Pete the Cat books). I also thought it

didn't flow as well.The same great message is still there, and for that, it's worth a read

5 stars for the illustrations 1 star for the nepotism. Yes you want to support your spouse and from

reading a few articles Kimberly Dean is an aspiring novelist not a children's writer. She is the Yoko

of children's literature. The first two books had magic they flowed and captured kids attention from

the start. Although a decent book it pales in the shadow of the original writer but it will remain a hit

as long as Pete remains the same. From my understanding it was James insistence on having his

wife write the new books that made Litwin leave. How would James Dean feel if Litwin had said well



Eric Carle is a good friend of mine lets have him create new illustrations for Pete the Cat while you

take a back seat. Unfortunately Kimberely Dean's writing talent is nowhere near Eric Carle's artistry.

Thank goodness kids don't yet understand adult drama but still have to deal with mediocre books

because of it.
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